
How to use Leesburg Addressing Map App 

You can open the Addressing Map App from the City of Leesburg GIS Page or by using the link below: 

https://leesburg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=c920d746344d4cea9adc191fca0c3d2a  

Basic Mapping Functions: 

Zoom In/Out: Using this tool or the middle mouse scroller will allow you to Zoom In or Out on the map 

Home:  Home will take you to the maps default extent or to how it was when first opened 

Geolocate: This option is useful if using a mobile device as it will locate your position using GPS. Without GPS it’ll estimate  

  your location based upon WiFi. 

Full Screen: Switches to and from full screen mode. 

Basemaps: Allows switching from Streets Maps to Aerials, USNG, Topo and many more map types. Default is Mapbox Streets. 

Bookmarks: This tool allows you to instantly zoom to locations that are bookmarked such as new developments. 

Measure: Measure allows you to measure Distance, Area or Location. Measurement options are selectable. 

Directions: Provides navigational directions between two points either selected or by addresses. Gives distance, travel time  

  and turn by turn directions.  

Legend:  Selectable to switch on off Legend. Legend is dynamic and will display map items as you zoom in and out of the map. 
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Find Address or Place: 

Searching for addresses within the Addressing Map App is easy and there 

are a few options available. Typing into the search box will return options in 

the drop down as seen to the left where you can pick off the address you 

are looking for. Searching and press Enter on your keyboard will return the 

best match. You also have the option to limit searches by Leesburg Address-

es, Streets, Lake County Addresses or by Global (world wide) Addresses. 

Most people will search then hit enter but keep in mind you can tweak your 

results by using St instead of Street or by limiting searches to within City 

Addresses if your sure it’s within the City. 
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